
What is theme? 
 
THEME 
 
The THEME of a screenplay is a message that an individual 
could glean from the overall story; it is discerned and 
often appears as a lesson or message that an individual 
understands by reading between the lines. 
 
Identifying Theme 
1. When you finish reading a story (or read a screenplay or 
book, or see a movie, see a play, etc.) ask/push yourself 
to sum up the work in a single word or a single concept.  
 
For example, a single word that symbolizes The Three Little 
Pigs is sturdiness, since one major lesson in this story is 
to use sturdy building materials.  
 
Or you could state as a single concept--that one theme for 
The Three Little Pigs is that good planning can lead to 
success. We learned about the importance of planning a 
project well. We know this, because we learned that 
building a brick house works, while building a straw house 
is short-sighted. 
 
Or we could also say the theme was about making smart 
choices. 
 
A single word or single concept for the story of Little Red 
Riding Hood could be deception. Deception is the subject of 
that story. 
 
A story can have many themes. Why? Because different people 
can find different meanings in books. You may find a lesson 
or meaning that others don’t see. 
 
A theme isn’t something that's necessarily or overtly 
stated outright, but reading between the lines. 
 
2. Next, stretch that single word into a message, like "the 
innocent are vulnerable to deception." This is a theme for 
Little Red Riding Hood. 
 
The theme of a book is a universal idea or message that 
stretches through an entire story.  
 
A theme may show up in a pattern (such as reoccurring 
examples of beauty in simplicity) or a theme may come 



through as the result of a buildup (tragedy of war). It is 
often a lesson that we learn about life or people. 
 
If you notice that an object does seem to be a strong and 
meaningful symbol in a book (or movie, play, etc), try to 
determine any possible deeper meaning of that object. 
 
Symbols Can Be Clues to Your Themes 
 
Sometimes an object such as a bridge or a large body of 
water will appear over and over in a book or film. The 
object could actually be a symbol or motif which represents 
or sheds light on the theme. 
 
A bridge represents a crossover or change, doesn't it? If 
you notice a few bridges, and you notice that your main 
character is going through a big change, you can be sure 
that the bridge is being used as a symbol. 
 
Literature is an art, and the beauty of art is that it is 
interpreted differently by everyone. The message of a 
fiction book is much like the message of a beautiful 
painting. It is not something that is stated in a 
particular sentence and easily located; it is something 
that is comprehended upon reflection. 
 
  



List of subjects and motifs that appear in popular 
literature--If you find that one of the subjects below 
relates to your story, ask yourself:  
 
What message the author is sending about that subject?  
This message is a theme.  
 
Is the author saying something about the topics below? 
 
Beauty of simplicity 
Capitalism – effect on the individual 
Change of power - necessity 
Change versus tradition 
Chaos and order 
Character – destruction, building up 
Circle of life 
Coming of age 
Communication – verbal and nonverbal 
Companionship as salvation 
Convention and rebellion 
Dangers of ignorance 
Darkness and light 
Death – inevitable or tragedy 
Desire to escape 
Destruction of beauty 
Disillusionment and dreams 
Displacement 
Empowerment 
Emptiness of attaining false dream 
Everlasting love 
Evils of racism 
Facing darkness 
Facing reality  
Fading beauty  
Faith versus doubt 
Family – blessing or curse  
Fate and free will  
Fear of failure  
Female roles  
Fulfillment  
Good versus bad  
Greed as downfall  
Growing up – pain or pleasure  
Hazards of passing judgment  
Heartbreak of betrayal  
Heroism – real and perceived  
Hierarchy in nature  
Identity crisis  



Illusion of power  
Immortality  
Individual versus society  
Inner versus outer strength  
Injustice  
Isolation  
Isolationism - hazards  
Knowledge versus ignorance  
Loneliness as destructive force  
Losing hope  
Loss of innocence  
Lost honor  
Lost love  
Love and sacrifice  
Man against nature  
Manipulation  
Materialism as downfall  
Motherhood  
Names – power and significance  
Nationalism – complications  
Nature as beauty  
Necessity of work  
Oppression of women  
Optimism – power or folly  
Overcoming – fear, weakness, vice  
Patriotism – positive side or complications  
Power and corruption  
Power of silence  
Power of tradition  
Power of wealth  
Power of words  
Pride and downfall  
Progress – real or illusion  
Quest for discovery  
Quest for power  
Rebirth  
Reunion  
Role of men  
Role of Religion – virtue or hypocrisy  
Role of women  
Self – inner and outer  
Self-awareness  
Self-preservation  
Self-reliance  
Social mobility  
Technology in society – good or bad  
Temporary nature of physical beauty  
Temptation and destruction  



Totalitarianism  
Vanity as downfall  
Vulnerability of the meek  
Vulnerability of the strong  
War – glory, necessity, pain, tragedy  
Will to survive  
Wisdom of experience  
Working class struggles  
Youth and beauty 
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You can find the theme of a book if you start with a single 
word. 
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PROJECT 
When you decide upon a theme, make sure to use examples and 
quotations from the book as you write the book report, to 
prove that the theme is important. Remember, as long as you 
have evidence to back up your theme idea, you're on the 
right track. 
	  
	  


